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Abstract. This paper is focused on automatic document classification. The re-
sults will be used to develop a real application for the Czech News Agency. The
main goal of this work is to propose new features based on the Named Enti-
ties (NEs) for this task. Five different approaches to employ NEs are suggested
and evaluated on a Czech newspaper corpus. We show that these features do not
improve significantly the score over the baseline word-based features. The clas-
sification error rate improvement is only about 0.42% when the best approach is
used.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, the amount of electronic text documents and the size of the World
Wide Web are extremely rapidly growing. Therefore, automatic document clas-
sification is particularly important for information organization, storage and re-
trieval.
This work is focused on a real application of the document classification for the
Czech News Agency (CTK).1 CTK produces daily about one thousand text doc-
uments, which belong to different classes such as sport, culture, business, etc.
In the current application, documents are manually annotated. Unfortunately, the
manual annotation represents a very time consuming and expensive task. More-
over, this annotation is often not sufficiently accurate. It is thus beneficial to pro-
pose and implement an automatic document classification system.
Named Entity (NE) Recognition was identified as a main research topic for au-
tomatic information retrieval around 1996 [1]. The objective is identification of
expressions with special meaning such as person names, organizations, times,
monetary values, etc. The named entities can be successfully used in many fields
and applications, e.g. question answering, information filtering, etc.
In this paper, we propose new features for document classification of the Czech
newspaper documents based on the named entities. We believe that NEs bring

1 http://www.ctk.eu
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some additional information, which can improve the performance of our docu-
ment classification system. Our assumptions are supported by the following ob-
servations.

– NEs can be used to differentiate some similar words according to the context.
For example, “Bush” can be American president or popular British band.
Using information about the NE, the documents can be classified correctly
to one of the two different categories: politics or culture.

– It is possible to use named entities to discover synonyms, e.g. “USA” and
“United States” are two different words. However, the word-sense is simi-
lar and they represent the same NE, the country. This additional informa-
tion should help to classify two different documents containing “USA” and
“United States” words, respectively, into the same category.

– Named entities shall be also used to identify and connect individual words
in the multiple-words entities to one token. For example, the words in the
expression “Mladá fronta dnes” (name of the Czech newspaper) do not have
any sense. They can, used separately, produce a mismatch in document clas-
sification because the word “dnes” (today) is mostly used in the class weather.
Using one token can avoid this issue.

Five different approaches to employ this information are proposed and evaluated
next.

1. add directly the named entities to the feature vector (which is composed of
words (or lemmas)) as new tokens

2. concatenate words related to multiple-word entities to one individual token
3. combine (1) and (2)
4. concatenate words and named entities to one individual token
5. replace words related to the named entities by their NEs

Note that, to the best of our knowledge, named entities were never used previ-
ously as features for the document classification task of the Czech documents.
Moreover, we have not found another work which uses NEs similarly for docu-
ment classification.
Section 2 presents a short review about the document classification approaches
with the particular focus on the use of the NE recognition in this field. Section
3 describes our approaches of the integration of named entities to the feature
vector. Section 4 deals with the realized experiments on the CTK corpus. We also
discuss the obtained results. In the last section, we conclude the research results
and propose some future research directions.

2 Related Work

Document clustering is an unsupervised approach that aims at automatically group-
ing raw documents into clusters based on their words similarity, while document
classification relies on supervised methods that exploit a manually annoted train-
ing corpus to train a classifier, which in turn identifies the class of new unlabeled
documents. Mixed approaches have also been proposed, such as semi-supervised
approaches, which augment labeled training corpus with unlabeled data [2], or
methods that exploit partial labels to discover latent topics [3]. This work focuses
on document classification based on the Vector Space Model (VSM), which basi-
cally represents each document with a vector of all occurring words weighted by
their Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF).
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Several classification algorithms have been successfully applied [4, 5], e.g. Bayes-
ian classifiers, decision trees, k-Nearest Neighbour (kNN), rule learning algo-
rithms, neural networks, fuzzy logic based algorithms, Maximum Entropy (ME)
and Support Vector Machines (SVMs). However, the main issue of this task is
that the feature space in VSM is highly dimensional which negatively affects the
performance of the classifiers.
Numerous feature selection/reduction approaches have been proposed [6] in order
to solve this problem. The successfully used feature selection approaches include
Document Frequency (DF), Mutual Information (MI), Information Gain (IG),
Chi-square test or Gallavotti, Sebastiani & Simi metric [7, 8]. Furthermore, a bet-
ter document representation may lead to decreasing the feature vector dimension,
e.g. using lemmatization or stemming [9]. More recently, advanced techniques
based on Labeled Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [10] or Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) [11] incorporating semantic concepts [12] have been introduced.
Multi-label document classification [13, 14]2 becomes a popular research field,
because it corresponds usually better to the needs of the real applications than one
class document classification. Several methods have been proposed as presented
for instance in surveys [15, 16].
The most of the proposed approaches is focused on English and is usually evalu-
ated on the Reuters,3 TREC4 or OHSUMED5 databases.
Only little work is focused on the document classification in other languages.
Yaoyong et al. investigate in [17] learning algorithms for cross-language docu-
ment classification and evaluate them on the Japanese-English NTCIR-3 patent
retrieval test collection.6 Olsson presents in [18] a Czech-English cross-language
classification on the MALACH7 data set. Wu et al. deals in [19] with a bilingual
topic aspect classification of English and Chinese news articles from the Topic
Detection and Tracking (TDT)8 collection.
Unfortunatelly, only few work about the classification of the Czech documents
exits. Hrala et al. proposes in [20] a precise representation of Czech documents
(lemmatization and Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging included) and shown that mu-
tual information is the most accurate feature selection method which gives with
the maximum entropy or support vector machines classifiers the best results in
the single-label Czech document classification task9. It was further shown [21]
that the approach proposed by Zhu et al. in [22] is the most effective one for
multi-label classification of the Czech documents.
To the best of our knowledge, only little work on the use of the NEs for doc-
ument classification has been done. Therefore, we will focus on the use of the
named entities in the closely related tasks. Joint learning of named entities and
document topics has mainly been addressed so far in different tasks than docu-
ment clustering. For instance, the authors of [23] exploit both topics and named
entity models for language model adaptation in speech recognition, or [24] for

2 One document is usually labeled with more than one label from a predefined set of labels.
3 http://www.daviddlewis.com/resources/testcollections/reuters21578
4 http://trec.nist.gov/data.html
5 http://davis.wpi.edu/xmdv/datasets/ohsumed.html
6 http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/permission/perm-en.html
7 http://www.clsp.jhu.edu/research/malach/
8 http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig//tests/tdt/
9 One document is assigned exactly to one label from a predefined set of labels.
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new event detection. Topic models are also used to improve named entity recog-
nition systems in a number of works, including [25–27], which is the inverse task
to our proposed work. Joint entity-topic models have also been proposed in the
context of unsupervised learning, such as in [28] and [29].
The lack of related works that exploit named entity recognition to help docu-
ment classification is mainly explained in [30], which has precisely studied the
impact of several NLP-derived features, including named entity recognition, for
text classification, and concluded negatively. Despite this very important study,
we somehow temper this conclusion and show that our intuition that suggests us
that named entity features cannot be irrelevant in the context of document clas-
sification, might not be completely wrong. Indeed, nowadays NLP tools have
improved and may provide richer linguistic features, and the authors of [30] only
use a restricted definition of named entities, which are limited to proper nouns,
while we are exploiting more complex types of named entities.

3 Document Classification with Named Entities

3.1 Preprocessing, Feature Selection and Classification

The authors of [20] have shown that morphological analysis including lemma-
tization and POS tagging with combination of the MI feature selection method
significantly improve the document classification accuracy. Therefore, we have
used the same preprocessing in our work.
Lemmatization is used in order to decrease the feature number by replacing a
particular word form by its lemma (base form) without any negative impact to
the classification score. The words that should not contribute to classification
are further filter out from the feature vector according to their POS tags. The
words with approximately uniform distribution among all document classes are
removed from the feature vector. Therefore, only the words having the POS tags
noun, adjective or adverb remain in the feature vector.
Note that the above described steps are very important, because irrelevant and re-
dundant features can degrade the classification accuracy and the algorithm speed.
In this work, we would like to evaluate the importance of new features. Absolute
value of the recognition accuracy thus does not play a crucial role. Therefore,
we have chosen the simple Naive Bayes classifier which has usually an inferior
classification score. However, it will be sufficient for our experiments to show
whether new features bring any supplementary information.

3.2 Named Entity Integration

For better understanding, the features obtained by the proposed approaches will
be demonstrated on the Czech simple sentence “Český prezident Miloš Zeman
dnes navštı́vil Spojené státy.” (The Czech president Miloš Zeman visited today
the United States) (see Table 1). The baseline features after lemmatization and
POS-tag filtration are shown in the first line of this table. The second line cor-
responds to the English translation and the third line illustrates the recognized
named entities.
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Table 1. Examples of the NE-based features obtained by the five proposed approaches

Český Prezident Miloš Zeman dnes Spojené státy.
Czech president Miloš Zeman today United States
O O Figure-B Figure-I Datetime-B Country-B Country-I

1. Český Prezident Miloš Zeman Figure dnes Datetime Spojené státy Country
2. Český Prezident Miloš-Zeman dnes Spojené-státy
3. Český Prezident Miloš-Zeman Figure dnes Datetime Spojené-státy Country
4. Český Prezident Miloš-Zeman-Figure dnes-Datetime Spojené-státy-Country
5. Český Prezident Figure Datetime Country

Named entities as new tokens in the feature vector - (1) The baseline
feature vector is composed of words (lemmas in our case) and their values are
calculated by the TF-IDF approach. In this approach, we insert directly the named
entity labels to the feature vector as new tokens. The values of the NE features are
calculated similarly as the values of the word features using the TF-IDF method.
One example of the resulting features of this approach is shown in the first line
of the second section of Table 1.
Note that the feature values in all following approaches will be also computed by
the TF-IDF weighting.

Concatenation of words (lemmas) related to multiple-word entities
to one individual token - (2) As mentioned previously, the individual words
of the multiple-word entities have usually the different meaning than connected
to one single token. In this approach, all words which create a multiple-word NE
are connected together and the NE labels are further discarded. The second line
of the second section of Table 1 shows the features created by this approach.

Combination of the approach (1) and (2) - (3) We assume that the NE
labels can bring other information than the connected words of the multiple-word
NEs. Therefore, in this approach we combine both previously proposed methods
as illustrated in the third line of the second section of Table 1.

Concatenation of words (lemmas) and named entities into one indi-
vidual token - (4) The concatenated words of the multiple-word NEs and their
NE labels are used in the previous approach as two separated tokens. In this ap-
proach, they are linked together to create one token. This approach should play
an important role for word sense disambiguation (e.g. “Bush-Figure” vs. “Bush-
Organization”). One example of the features obtained by this approach is shown
in the fourth line of the second section of Table 1.

Named entities instead of the corresponding words - (5) The previously
proposed approaches increase the size of the feature vector. In this last approach,
the size of the vector is reduced replacing the words corresponding to the named
entities by their NE labels. The last line of Table 1 shows the features created by
this approach.
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Weighting of the named entities We assume that named entities represent
the most important words in the documents. Therefore, we further slightly modify
the TF-IDF weighting in order to increase the importance of the named entities.
The original weight is multiplied by K when named entity identified.
Note that we often use the term “words” in the text while in the experiment we
use rather their “lemmas” instead.

4 Experiments

4.1 Tools and Corpora

We used the mate-tools10 for lemmatization and POS tagging The lemmatizer and
POS tagger were trained on 5853 sentences (94.141 words) randomly taken from
the PDT 2.011 [31] corpus. The performance of the lemmatizer and POS tagger
are evaluated on a different set of 5181 sentences (94.845 words) extracted from
the same corpus. The accuracy of the lemmatizer is 81.09%, while the accuracy of
our POS tagger is 99.99%. Our tag set contains 10 POS tags as shown in Table 2.
We use the top scoring Czech NER system [32]. It is based on Conditional
Random Fields. The overall F-measure on the CoNLL format version of Czech
Named Entity Corpus 1.0 (CNEC) is 74.08%, which is the best result so far. We
have used the model trained on the private CTK Named Entity Corpus (CTKNEC).
The F-measure obtained on this corpus is about 65%.
For implementation of the classifier we used an adapted version of the Minor-
Third12 tool. It has been chosen mainly because of our experience with this sys-
tem.
As already stated, the results of this work shall be used by the CTK. Therefore,
for the following experiments we used the Czech text documents provided by
the CTK. Table 2 shows the statistical information about the corpus. This corpus
is available only for research purposes for free at http://home.zcu.cz/
˜pkral/sw/ or upon request to the authors.
In all experiments, we used the five-folds cross validation procedure, where 20%
of the corpus is reserved for the test. All experiments are repeated 10 times with
randomly reshuffled documents in the corpus. The final result of the experiment
is then a mean of all obtained values. For evaluation of the classification accuracy,
we used, as frequently in some other studies, a standard Error Rate (ER) metric.
The resulting error rate has a confidence interval of < 0.5%.
Our NE tag-set is composed of 16 named entities (see Table 3). This table further
shows the numbers of the NE occurrences in the corpus. The total number of the
NE occurrences is about 700,000 which represents a significant part of the corpus
(approximately 13%).
Note that, this named entities have been identified fully-automatically. Some la-
beling errors are thus available. This fact can influence the following experiments
negatively.

10 http://code.google.com/p/mate-tools/
11 http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/pdt2.0/
12 http://sourceforge.net/apps/trac/minorthird
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Table 2. Corpus statistical information

Unit name Unit number Unit name Unit number
Document 11,955 Numeral 216,986
Category 60 Verb 366,246
Word 5,145,788 Adverb 140,726
Unique word 193,399 Preposition 346,690
Unique lemma 152,462 Conjunction 144,648
Noun 1,243,111 Particle 10,983
Adjective 349,932 Interjection 8
Pronoun 154,232

Table 3. NE tag-set and distribution in the CTK document corpus

NE No. NE No. NE No. NE No.
City 55,370 E-subject 5,447 Number 160,633 Religion 24
Country 56,081 Figure 133,317 Organization 119,021 Sport 12,524
Currency 25,429 Geography 7,418 Problematic 17 Sport-club 38,745
Datetime 108,594 Nationality 5,836 Region 14,988 Uknown 1,750

4.2 Analysis of the Named Entity Distribution according to the
Document Classes and Classification with only NEs

This experiment should support our assumption that named entities bring useful
information for document classification. Therefore, we realize a statistical study
of the distribution of the named entities according to the document classes in the
corpus (see Figure 1). This figure shows that some NEs (e.g. E-subject, Region,
Sport, etc.) are clearly discriminant across the document classes. The analysis
supports our assumption that the NEs can have a positive impact to the document
classification.
We further realize another experiment in order to show whether only named en-
tities (without the word features) are useful for the document classification. The
results of this experiment (see the first line of Table 4) shows that NEs bring some
information for document classification. However, their impact is small.

4.3 Classification Results of the proposed Approaches

The Table 4 further shows the recognition error rates of the proposed approaches.
We evaluate the NE weights K ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The greater weight values are not
used because the classification scores is decreasing according to this value in all
experiments.
This table shows that the named entities help for document classification only
slightly and this improvement is unfortunately statistically not significant. The
best score is obtained by the second approach when the words are concatenated
across the NEs and the information about the NE labels is completely removed
from the feature vector.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the named entities according to the document classes

Table 4. Document classification error rates [in %] of the different implementations of the named
entity features (NE weights K ∈ {1, 2, 3})

NE weights
Approach 1 2 3
NEs only 84.25

Lemmas (baseline) 17.83
1. Lemmas + NEs 17.60 17.75 17.79
2. Concatenated lemmas 17.41 18.01 18.71
3. 1 + 2 together 17.48 18.02 18.61
4. Concatenated Lemmas + NEs as one token 17.54 18.20 18.59
5. NEs instead of the corresponding words 17.81 18.27 19.03

4.4 Analysis of the Confusion Matrices

In this experiment, we analyze the confusion matrices in order to compare the
errors when the baseline word-bases features and the proposed features used (see
Table 5). This table illustrates the number of errors, number of different errors
in absolute value and in %, respectively. It is depicted that about 27% of errors
(except the first proposed method) is different. Therefore, this experiment con-
firms that named entities bring some additional information. Unfortunately, this
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information is not sufficient to improve significantly the document classification
accuracy on the CTK document corpus.
Note that the error number of the baseline approach is 2,131.

Table 5. Analysis of the confusion matrices errors between the baseline and five proposed ap-
proaches

Baseline vs. Proposed Approach Error no. Diff. err. no. Diff. err. no [in %]
1. Lemmas + NEs 2,104 357 16.97
2. Concatenated lemmas 2,081 577 27.73
3. 1 + 2 together 2,089 581 27.81
4. Concatenated Lemmas + NEs as one token 2,097 569 27.13
5. NEs instead of the corresponding words 2,129 594 27.9

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have proposed new features for the document classification
based on the named entities. We have introduced five different approaches to
employ NEs in order to improve the document classification accuracy. We have
evaluated these methods on the Czech CTK corpus of the newspaper text docu-
ments. The experimental results have shown that these features do not improve
significantly the score over the baseline word-based features. The improvement
of the classification error rate was only about 0.42% when the best approach is
used. We have further analyzed and compared the confusion matrices of the base-
line approach with our proposed methods. This analysis has shown that named
entities bring some additional information for document classification. Unfortu-
nately, this information is not sufficient to improve significantly the document
classification accuracy.
However, we assume that this information could play more important role on
smaller corpora with more unknown words in the testing part of the corpus. The
first perspective thus consists in evaluation of the proposed features on the other
(smaller) corpora including more European languages. Then, we would like to
propose other sophisticated features which introduce the semantic similarity of
word-based features. These features should be useful for example for word-sense
disambiguation and can be created for instance by the semantic spaces.
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